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DreamBox Learning Insight 
Dashboards Overview 

Identify learning trends, gaps, and growth

The Insight Dashboards bring your data into focus so you can get the 

answers you need to drive instructional decisions. Know at a glance if 

students are mastering the standards, where learning gaps exist, and 

where you need to focus your intervention efforts. Role-based views 

provide data across a grade, class, school, or entire district so you get 

a complete picture of student progress and proficiency.

Analyze depth of learning for all students

With the Insight Dashboards, you have instant access to real-time 

proficiency data on every level. Review depth of understanding 

quickly and gain insight into when and how to accelerate, 

differentiate, or remediate instruction.

Facilitate meaningful conversations with students 

and families

Detailed activity and proficiency by standards reports let educators 

help students set learning goals and provide in facilitating 

meaningful, data-backed conversations with students and families 

about learning progress.
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Navigating the Insight Dashboards

1. NAVIGATION PANEL: Use this panel to navigate to a specific school, teacher, classroom,

or student. Each name, whether school, classroom, or student is hyperlinked to the

specific report. District administrators have access to a list of all schools, teachers,

classrooms, and student reports. School administrators will see teachers and their asso-

ciated classrooms, and student reports. Teachers will see their classrooms and students

within each classroom. To collapse this panel, click the  icon in the Menu panel.

2. MENU PANEL: Use this panel to access additional resources and support, collapse and

expand the Navigation panel by using the  icon, and edit profile settings by clicking

this icon .

3. SUMMARY PANEL: Use this panel to edit classroom or student settings by

selecting .

The information in this panel provides an overview of district, school, grade, classroom,

or student data.

4. REPORTS PANEL: Use this panel to access the role-based reports available for district

administrators, school administrators, and classroom teachers. Use the Date Range

tab above the report to filter by: Past 7 Days, Past 30 Days, Current School Year, and

the previous school year. For additional information about specific reports, refer to the

appropriate section of this User Guide.

5. HELP MODE TIPS: Provide targeted help and information about specific elements of the

user interface. Help Mode tips are represented by a flashing circle next to the feature.

Clicking a Help Mode tip will show a box that briefly describes the element. Help Mode

tips can be turned on and off.

6. COLOR INDICATORS: Provide a quick reference for student progress and usage. Green

text represents usage meeting or exceeding DreamBox recommended targets, and

orange text represents usage or progress below the recommended minimums.
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Administrator Reports
This section outlines the reports available to district and school administrators. Access 

the report you want to see by selecting the tab at the top of the window: Grades, Schools, 

or Performance. 

District Administrator Reports

Grades Report (First Tab) 

This report provides a snapshot of progress and performance across grades within a 

district. If you want more detailed information on a specific grade level, click the card and 

drill into data across schools that have enrollments in that grade (view Schools Report 

section for more information on this view).

Schools Report (Second Tab)

This report provides a snapshot of growth and usage across schools within a district. 

From this view, you can access more specific data about growth and usage by selecting 

a school name in the table.

4. Table

Displays the average time spent on 

DreamBox across all active schools, 

the proportion of time spent on 

DreamBox outside of school hours, 

the average lessons completed by 

active students, and the average 

growth across the curriculum. To 

change the order of the sort, select 

the up or down arrow.  

3. Growth Chart

This chart is directly linked to 

the table below it, and is a quick 

reference for specific growth 

bands. When the columns below 

are resorted, this chart will update 

to show the distribution across all 

the items in the table.

1. Card

Each card shows average minutes 

per week and lessons per week 

completed along with growth 

during that timeframe for a grade 

level across a district.

2. Date Range

Filter the report using a specific 

date range. This feature carries 

through all administrator reports. 

1
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Performance Report (Third Tab)

This report demonstrates the relationship between usage and progress.

School Administrator Reports

Grades Report (First Tab) 

This report provides a snapshot of progress and performance across grade levels within a 

school. Select a card to drill into more detailed information about how teachers are using 

DreamBox Learning Math and the growth their students are experiencing.

2. Card

Highlight the average usage in 

minutes per week and lessons per 

week completed along with growth 

at that grade level across a school. 

Click the card to drill into specific 

information about the students in 

that grade.

1. Date Range

Filter the report using a specific 

date range. This feature carries 

through most reports.

6. Table

Includes the same information that 

is listed in the Schools Report table, 

allowing the data to be sorted by a 

specific subset.

5. Scatterplot

If many schools or teachers are 

represented, select a cluster and 

zoom in for even more detail. 
5
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Teachers Report (Second Tab)  

This report displays average time spent on DreamBox across each teacher’s classrooms.

4. Table

Displays average time spent on 

DreamBox, the proportion of time 

spent on DreamBox outside of 

school hours, the average lessons 

completed by active students, and 

the average growth across the 

curriculum. To change the order of 

the sort, select the up or down arrow.

3. Usage Chart

This chart is directly linked to 

the table below it, and is a quick 

reference for usage across the 

school. When a different column is 

selected from the table, the chart 

will update to show the distribution 

of that data.

4
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Teacher Reports
This section outlines the reports available to teachers. Three levels of reports are 

available:

1. Overview Reports provide a snapshot of progress and performance across all of a

teacher’s classes and students.

2. Class Reports provide detailed reports highlighting data on progress, performance,

and time spent within DreamBox for the whole class.

3. Student Reports provide detailed data on progress, performance, and time spent

within DreamBox for a specific student.

Access the report you want to see by selecting the appropriate level from the left hand 

navigation. Then select the tab at the top of the window to view a specific report. Be sure 

to select the appropriate date range for the data you want to see. 

1. Teacher Reports Navigation

The arrow indent depicts the report level. The hierarchy is Teacher, Classroom, Class Name.  

When you select the classroom name, the class roster appears.

2. Expanded Student Roster

This view represents the expanded class roster. Select a student name to view student 

specific data such as growth and wage. 

2
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Classes Report (First Tab) 

This report provides a snapshot of usage, progress, and performance across all of a 

teacher’s classes. 

Students Report (Second Tab) 

This report provides a snapshot of student learning growth with insight into average 

usage and average lessons completed each week. 

3. Date Range

Filter the report using a specific 

date range. This feature carries 

through most teacher reports.

4. Card

Each card highlights the average 

minutes per week and lessons 

displayed, per week completed, 

along with growth for that 

classroom for the rate range 

specified. Click the card and drill 

into specific information about the 

students in the classroom.

5. Growth Chart

This chart is directly linked to 

the table below it, and is a quick 

reference for the selected data. 

When a different column is 

selected, this chart updates to 

show that data.

6. Table

Displays DreamBox information for 

all of a teacher’s active students. 

To change the order of the sort for 

a particular column, select the up 

or down arrow. Select a student 

name to drill into more specific 

information about that student.

4
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Classroom Reports 

Overview Report (First Tab)

This report provides progress and proficiency for all students in a specific class. 

Activity Report (Second Tab)

This report is an activity feed for all of the lessons the students in a teacher’s class have 

completed or are currently working on. The feed starts from the most recent activity; 

scroll down to see work completed in previous days.

7. Progress

The “Progress Since [Time Frame]” 

table gives key usage and growth 

metrics for each student in a 

teacher’s class.

8. Proficiency

These columns show the 

proficiency of each student. 

Proficiency data represents—

against regional standards—the 

percent of learning objectives 

for which a student has 

demonstrated proficiency. To view 

additional information, select the 

Standards report tab or click a 

student’s name in the table. 

9. Activity Feed

Each card in the feed highlights 

the standard that is covered in the 

lesson.

10. Card Bar

The Green bar: Represents the 

lesson completed

The Grey bar: Lesson in progress

11. Lesson Preview

Click to launch a demo version of the 

lesson the student is working on.

12. Completed Lesson Groups

A green card represents a completed
lesson group. 

87
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Standards Report (Third Tab)

This report provides detailed information on how a teacher’s class is progressing against 

Common Core Standards, State Standards, or DreamBox Learning Standards.

Usage Report (Fourth Tab)

This report provides detailed information about the average time students in a teacher’s 

classroom are spending in DreamBox Learning Math, and the average number of lessons 

that they are completing. Green bars represent usage meeting or exceeding DreamBox 

recommended targets, and orange bars represent usage or progress below the 

recommended minimums.

13. Change Standards View

Change the Standards the report 

is aligning to by selecting the 

Standards Name.  Change the grade 

level by selecting the down arrow.

14. View the specific Domain by 

selecting the tab

15. Select a specific standard or 

cluster by clicking the down arrow. 

The report will show students who 

have not started lessons aligned to 

that standard (No Progress), 

students who working on the 

standard (In Progress), and 

students who have completed 

lessons aligned to this standard

(Complete). Select a student’s 

name to access that student’s 

Standards Proficiency report. 

16. Average Minutes
of DreamBox Usage

View time spent in DreamBox 

during the school day and time 

spent out of school time. Out 

of school time is depicted by 

the lighter green color (the top 

17. Average Lessons Completed

View the average number of 

lessons completed during the time 

period selected. 

14
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Student Reports 

Overview Report (First Tab)

This report provides a snapshot of student learning growth and activity within DreamBox 

Learning Math. 

Standards Report (Second Tab)

This report provides detailed information on how a student is progressing against 

Common Core Standards, State Standards, or DreamBox Learning Standards.

18 19

20. Student Activity Feed

This report is an activity feed for 

all of the lessons the student has 

completed or is currently working 

on. The feed starts from the present 

day; scroll down to see work from 

previous days. 

19. Student Proficiency

These columns show the student’s 

current proficiency in each 

displayed grade level. Proficiency 

data represents—against regional 

standards—the percent of learning 

objectives for which a student has 

demonstrated proficiency.

18. Student Progress

View a summary of time spent in 

DreamBox, the number of lessons 

completed, and the growth 

percentage. 

20

21

21. Select the tabs to view a

specific domain. The green bars

indicate how much growth a

student has made against that

standard.
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Usage Report (Third Tab)

This report provides detailed information about the average number of lessons students 

in a teacher’s classroom are completing, and the average time they are spending in 

DreamBox Learning Math.  Green bars represent usage meeting or exceeding DreamBox 

recommended targets, and orange bars represent usage or progress below the 

recommended minimums.

22. Minutes of DreamBox Usage

View time spent in DreamBox 

during the school day and out of 

school time. Out of school time 

is represented by the lighter, top 

part of the bar, and is labeled 

Extended Use. 

23. Lessons Completed

View the average number of 

lessons completed during the 

time period selected. 

22

23
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Account Settings

Adjust School Settings

Bulk Move/Copy Students

1. From the Summary panel select  .

2. From the “Select Source Roster” on the left:

• Select the grade from the All Grades drop down (optional).

• Select the Classroom or use the search feature to find and select specific students.

• Select the students to move or copy by checking the boxes to the left of their names.

3. From the “Select Target Roster” on the right:

• Select the grade from the All Grades drop down.

• Select the Classroom from the Classroom drop down.

4. Select Move or Copy from the bottom panel.

32

4
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Adjust Teacher Settings
Select  from the Teacher Report to change settings.

1. Edit teacher name:

• Click the fields and enter the updated name.

2. Remove a teacher from a classroom:

• Click the trashcan next to the classroom name

3. Add a teacher to a classroom:

• Select the School using the down arrow

• Select the Classroom using the down arrow

• Click the Add button

3

2

1
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Adjust Classroom Settings
From the Classroom Report select . Settings that can be adjusted from here 

include: Settings, Engagement Restrictions, Roster, and Password Type. 

Settings Report (First Tab)

1. Change/Edit the classroom name

2. Adjust the grade level the classroom is set at.

3. Remove teachers associated with the classroom by clicking the trashcan next to the

teacher name.

4. Add teachers to the classroom by selecting the school and the teacher name by us-

ing the down arrows. Click the Add to Classroom button to apply the change.

Engagement Restrictions (Second Tab) [Coming Soon]

Available early 2016
1. Restrict the days of the week your students can access non-curricular engagement

features by marketing the box under the days of the week.

2. Restrict student access to the engagement features to non-school hours by selecting

the box under Non-School Hours.

3
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Roster Report (Third Tab)

1. Add a student to a classroom by selecting the School Name and the Student Name 

from the down arrows, and click the Add to Classroom button to make the change.

2. Edit student details by selecting the down arrow for that field. 

3. Remove a student from the classroom roster by selecting the trashcan located to the 

right of the student’s name. 

Password Type (Fourth Tab)

Set the password type. It can be either Text Password or Picture Password. 

42 3
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Metrics Glossary
Usage
ACTIVE STUDENTS: Students are considered active if they spend about 15 minutes on DreamBox per 

week (specifically, 2 minutes per day on average across each 7-day period). All averages at Class and 

higher levels are calculated solely upon active students. 

LESSONS: Total Lessons Completed in the specified time period; this information is available for Stu-

dent and Class levels.

AVERAGE LESSONS PER WEEK (AVG LESSONS/WK): Average Lessons Completed per Week across all ac-

tive students in the specified time period; this information is available for Teacher, Grade, School, and 

District levels.

MINUTES PER WEEK (MIN/WK): Minutes Spent on DreamBox per Week in the specified time period; this 

information is available for Student and Class levels.

AVERAGE MINUTES PER WEEK (AVG MIN/WK): Average Minutes Spent on DreamBox per Week across 

all active students in the specified time period; this information is available for Class, Teacher, Grade, 

School, and District levels.

EXTENDED USE: Average proportion of time spent outside of school hours (school hours are by 

default set from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.) on average for all active students in the specified time period; 

this information is available for Teacher, Grade, School, and District levels.

Growth
GROWTH: Total growth across the time period (where 100% growth is one school level based on 

regional standards) for the student. Growth in the DreamBox Learning Math curriculum may occur 

in multiple grades within the selected time period, but this overall growth figure provides a way to 

compare students’ growth independently of the grade level(s) in which they are gaining proficiency. 

Proficiency
PROFICIENCY: Percentage of curricular area (whether grade level, subdivision of grade such as 

domain, or a specific standard) completed by the student (or at a class level, the average percentage 

across all students in the class). This information is reported as of the current date. 
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Find Support and Resources
The Teacher Hub is the place to find everything you need for a successful implementation. Be sure to 

bookmark dreambox.com/teacher-hub to get resources to engage students including math journals and 

certificates, and learn about opportunities to participate in programs like our DreamBox Math Challenge!

Visit the Teacher Hub and easily:
• Log into your Insights Dashboard.

• Access resources like posters and certificates to engage and motivate your students.

• Join our Professional Learning Community on Edmodo.

• Learn about fun programs like our DreamBox Learning Math Challenge where you and your class

can engage to win prizes like iPads and Classroom Fun Packs!

 Check it out for yourself: 
DreamBox.com/teacher-hub

DID YOU KNOW?

Share your DreamBox best practices 
using #DreamBoxTips and see them 

featured on the Teacher Hub.

http://www.dreambox.com/teacher-hub
www.dreambox.com/math-challenge
https://www.edmodo.com/publisher/dreambox
http://dreambox.com
www.dreambox.com/teacher-hub
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